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Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
Over the past few decades, des~gn procedures based on Lmear Elast~c Fracture Mechan~cs (LEFM) 
have proved adequate for ensurmg safety of structural components In the presence of cracks 
These procedures have been successfully apphed to structures made of homogeneous materials 
containmg cracks Bas~c fracture parameters 11ke stress ~ntens~ty factors (SIFs ) ( KI, KI and 
KIl (Ks') ) and the strarn energy release rate (SERR) components ( GI, Go and Gm (Gs') ), 
are well defined for cracks contamed In homogeneous mater~als 
In the recent past there has been an effort to extend these concepts to mterface cracks by several 
workers and to define fracture parameters s~mdar to the case of homogeneous materials The 
technologtcal reasons for such interest In mterfac~al fracture mechanrcs appear to be the advent 
of composite mater~als and the Increasing use of adhesive bondmg as a popular method of 
jomng structural components In aerospace and other related fields However, the fundamental 
reasons are more due to the realisatlon that the phenomenological behavrour of mterface cracks 
is signrficantly drfferent from that of the cracks In homogeneous medra 
In two d~mens~onal srtuat~ons, the LEFM solut~on based on the stress free crack faces leads to 
complex singularrty of the order of r - b e  at the mterface crack tips where e is the b~materral 
constant At homogeneous crack tips the smgular~ty is of the order of r-4 The complex 
smgularlty at the Interface crack t ~ p  leads to osc~llatory stress f~eld ahead of the crack t ~ p  and 
oscrllatory d~splacements behmd the crack t ~ p  resultmg In overlappmg or interpenetrat~on of the 
crack faces Th~s tnterpenetratlon phenomenon, however, IS restrrcted to a small zone near the 
crack t ~ p  which In the present thesis IS called the near crack tip contact tone r, The stress 
Intensity factors for mterface cracks do not have the same dimension and phys~cal s~gn~icance 
as the SlFs for cracks rn homogeneous materials The total stram energy release rate (GT) and rts 
components GI and GII in mode I and mode I1 have definlte phys~cal significance and It appears 
that they could be useful fracture parameters However, several researchers found that the total 
SERR GT (= GI + GI]) IS unamb~guousiy defined, whereas the lndmdual SERR components GI 
and GII show non convergence and oscrllatory behavrour as the vrrtual crack extens~on Aa + 0 
This behawour of SERR components IS often attributed to the presence of complex s~ngulariv 
and assoc~ated phys~cally unacceptable crack face mterpenetratron 
There has been many attempts In literature to provlde alternate models free from the complex 
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singularity and the oscillatory behav~our of the stresses at the interface crack tip Such models 
had limited success including the well known contact zone model of Comninou which predicts 
mode I1 dominance at an interface crack tip under any kind of inplane loading 
An in depth study of non-convergence of SERR components at interface crack tips is the topic of 
the current thesis Throughout the thesis finite element analysis with four noded and eight noded 
isoparametric quadrilateral elements is used Modifled crack closure integral (MCCI) and its variant 
Generalised Mod~f~ed Crack Closure Integral (GMCCI) techniques are employed for post processing 
to estimate SERR components GMCCI IS formulated and developed in the current work 
Chapter 2 presents the study of an edge cracked bimaterial plate w~th bare interface (zero 
th~ckness) subjected to remote tension (mode I loading) The material properties chosen yield a 
near practical E value The non converging behaviour reported in the literature is confirmed in 
the present analysis This is examined with an extraordinarily ref~ned mesh (Ae la  M lo-' where 
Ae is the crack t ~ p  element size and a is the crack length) compared to the ones used by the 
earlier workers and it is found that GI 0 and Gzz + GT as Aa -, 0 The analys~s is also 
carried out on two other alternate physical models One is the resin layer model (RLM) which 
is considered as close to pract~cal sttuatlon where the Interface between the two materials has a 
finite thickness t, and the crack is at the centre of this layer The other is the subinterface crack 
model (SCM) where the crack lies in one of the materials parallel to and at a distance s from the 
interface The lim~ting cases of ta la  -, 0 and s/a -, 0 is studied to correlate to the results of 
the bare interface model 
In order to obtam a deeper understandmg of the physical phenomenon and to clarrfy several issues 
addressed in the literature, a special bare interface crack problem is designed In chapter 3 and 
analysed under mode I (remote tenwon), mode I1 (remote shear) and combined loadmgs Certain 
hypothetical material properties are chosen so that t. FZ 0 173 whlch results in large near crack tip 
contact zones of the order of lo-* of the crack length under remote mode I loading This enabled 
the finite element analysis with smallest element (I e , crack t ~ p  element) size much smaller than 
the near crack-tip contact zone r,  In th~s tudy the interpenetration of crack faces is observed for 
the flrst time in the finite element analysis using conventional finite elements w~thout incorporating 
complex singulartty In the element formulation The physically unacceptable interpenetration is 
prevented by Imposing multipoint constraints on crack face normal displacements to produce 
contact conditions allowing free slip As expected the results showed that GI -, 0, GII 4 GT 
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when Aa 4 T, and GI = 0 and GII = Gr when Aa < rc and GT practically remained constant 
This study clearly showed that when the crack face interpenetration IS prevented leading to  a 
physically acceptable solution, the oscillatory variation of SERR components no longer exist when 
Aa 5 rc but sttll GI and GII vary dependent on virtual crack extension size Aa for Aa > Tc 
Thrs shows that GI and GII bemg dependent on Aa IS inherent in the physical problem and is 
not dependent on the complex singularity leading to crack face interpenetration Further d Aa 
can be considered as a practical crack growth step size several apprehensions in the literature 
are removed For a significantly large (and often practical) values of Aa remote mode I loading 
leads to mode I dominance and mode I1 loading leads to mode I1 dominance 
One of the important quest~ons wh~ch need be answered is the effect of preventrng the crack face 
tnterpenetration on the estrmation of SERR components for virtual crack extension sizes greater 
than the near-crack t ~ p  contact zones (r,) This cannot be handled wtth MCCl as used till now 
Therefore, a generalised MCCl (GMCCI) algorrthm for four-noded and elght noded isoparametrlc 
elements IS developed in chapter 4 In this method SERR components are obtained by a numerrcal 
rntegratlon of the strain energy release rate expression in the Irwin s crack closure integral for 
virtual crack extensions covering a number of unequal slzed elements ahead and behind the 
crack tip GMCCI can be used to evaluate SERR components for several virtual crack extensions 
from a stngle ftnrte element analysis and it results in a large saving of computational time Using 
GMCCI the Influence of contact zone on SERR components is studied for virtual crack extensions 
greater than Tc The result a that that the preventton of the crack face interpenetration over 
the near-crack tip contact zones do not influence the numerical estimates of SERR components 
obtatned allowing crack face interpenetration 
The GMCCI algorRhm is used to study subinterface crack problems with reference to the behavtour 
of SERR components for virtual crack extenston sizes greater than the subinterface crack distance s 
The problem IS analysed for the cases of remote tension and shear The interesting results obtained 
from the analysts IS that crack face interpenetration is observed when s c ~ s  rC of the correspondtng 
interface crack problem, eventhough theorettcally the crack is still in a homogeneous med~um 
and there is no complex singularrty at the crack tip 
Eventhough the interest in interface crack problems emanated from the advent of laminated 
composite structures the bulk of the work IS devoted on mterface cracks In bimaterial isotmpic 
dornams Thts IS due to the several interesting and intricate aspects whrch requlre understand~ng 
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and it is easier to appreciate the results In isotropic domains since composites introduce a further 
compl~cation by thew orthotropic behaviour However a problem representative of the mterface 
crack between (0/90) orthotropic graphitelepoxy laminae IS also analysed in chapter 5 The 
problem IS analysed under remote tension and shear The results are simllar to the case of 
blmaterral isotropic plates 
The present study clarifies certain issues regarding the non-convergence and oscillatory behaviour 
of SERR components at an interface crack t ~ p  through an extenswe finite element analysis The 
thesis is concluded with a summary of achievements and scope for further research in this area 
in chapter 6 
